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INTERNATIONAL LAW
WITHOUT TERRITORY?
Governing spaces, resources
and people beyond the
confines of state territory

This year’s MACIL summer programme will examine whether
international law is fit for some of the most pressing challenges
of the 21st century. Seminars are going to address various issues
that extend beyond state territories and thus challenge basic
concepts of the international legal order, inter alia:
The international legal framework for dealing with climate
change ● the transnational legal regime for the regulation
of foreign investments ● the international governance
of the Internet ● the exploitation of resources in space ●
the legal status of migrants, refugees and persons holding
multiple citizenships ● the continuing legal significance of
the concepts of “territory” and “jurisdiction”

8th Munich Advanced Course in International Law (MACIL) – 2019 Session
International law without territory? – Governing spaces, resources
and people beyond the confines of state territory

General Information

Faculty

Grades & Registration

The MACIL summer school, run by LMU’s
prestigious Institute of International Law,
offers an opportunity for students and
young professionals to dedicate two weeks
to intense and in-depth study of international law. The programme is taught in English.

Lecturers for the 2019 MACIL
classes are going to include,
inter alia: *

Participation in the MACIL course is
worth 4 ECTS credits (or 6 ECTS
credits including an individual grade
if participants choose to write an
individual essay).

Lectures are given by renowned experts of
international law. The MACIL class is composed of about 30 students, allowing for a
close exchange of ideas between lecturers
and students. Classes bring together participants with different academic backgrounds – advanced undergraduates, master and PhD students, and young professionals – and more than 20 nationalities
each year.
As an additional treat, the first two days of
the programme are spent on a retreat in
the historic city of Burghausen.












Roland Bank (Head of Protection, UNHCR Germany)
James Harrison (University
of Edinburgh, UK)
Uta Kohl (University
of Southampton, UK)
Irmgard Marboe (University
of Vienna, Austria)
Carlo Santulli (Univ. Paris II
Panthéon-Assas, France)
Christian Tams (University
of Glasgow, UK)
Christina Voigt (University
of Oslo, Norway)
Christian Walter (University
of Munich, Germany)

Applicants are required to have a
basic knowledge of international law
and a good command of English. Applications are kindly submitted via the
online form available at

www.macil-misu.de
Deadline for registration is
15 June 2019.

For further application details, please
refer to our webpage.

* Please note that the information contained herein has been cautiously arranged. However, unpredictable changes may require a revision of the draft programme.

